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2. BACKGROUND 

In the scope of preparing the Official Journal (OJ) in act by act publication mode (“OJ 

ABA”) the need arose to access/group the different OJ acts in new ways. One of the 

criteria by which specific acts should be accessed/grouped is legislative package, an 

arbitrary collection of links to documents which belong to a set of legislation for a given 

topic (e.g. “green deal”, “covid-19”). 

The information for legislative packages is usually provided to the OP by the issueing 

institution (e.g. COM) via email or other means of communication. 

In consequence of the need, a specific legislative package class was created in the OP’s 

common repository’s (CELLAR) data model (CDM). In order to fill objects of this class 

with information the IMMC needs to supply a data container for it. 

Furthermore, it was decided to model the legislative package in a very open and flexible 

way so that similar needs (other link collections) could be implemented in the future 

more easily. 
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The present proposal describes the introduction of a complex <cm:dossier> element for 

IMMCv2 (the IMMC version covering the entire legislative process). Later introduction 

in IMMCv3 has to be discussed. 

3. STRUCTURING DOSSIERS 

The dossier concept is meant to be highly flexible: it has no predefined type, it can have 

links to any kind of works, it may or not have events that mark specific activities in the 

scope of the dossier. On the other hand is the cdm:dossier class in OP’s common data 

model (CDM) the base class for well known classes like procedure_interinstitutional or 

procedure_internal and shares a lot of basic data fields with them. In this spirit the 

dossier element and its internal structure was modelled in proximity to e.g. the 

cm:procedure_interinstutional element. 

4. THE DOSSIER ELEMENT 

In the following an exemplary (but perhaps not realistic) dossier element depicting a 

legislative package as usable in to be IMMC is shown. Its purpose is the demonstration 

of the different possible metadata elements. Afterwards, the elements will be presented in 

detail. 

<cm:dossier> 

        <cm:identifier_dossier>LINKPACK_1234</cm:identifier_session> 

        <cm:type_dossier>LINKPACK</cm:type_dossier> 

 <cm:agent_dossier role="RESP_CORP">COM</cm:agent_dossier> 

 <cm:number_dossier>1234</cm:agent_dossier> 

 <cm:date_dossier>2020-12-10</cm:date_dossier> 

 <cm:title lang="DEU">official dossier title in DEU</cm:title> 

 <cm:title lang="ENG">official dossier title in ENG</cm:title> 

 <cm:title lang="FRA">official dossier title in FRA</cm:title> 

 <cm:work_ref ref="JOC_2020_123456"/> 

 <cm:work_ref context="cellar" ref="ep:P8_TA(2020)654"/> 

 <cm:event> 

  <cm:type_event>ANNOUNCE</cm:type_event> 

  <cm:agent_event role="AUT">COM</cm:agent_event> 

  <cm:date_event>2020-12-15</cm:date_event> 

  <cm:work_ref ref="COM(2020)1234"/> 

 </cm:event> 

</cm:dossier> 

 

For the dossier element: 

• The elements defining the (possible) identification of a dossier (namely 

type_dossier, agent_dossier, number_dossier, date_dossier) were kept flat 

(compared to e.g. procedures) because of the needed flexibility and because the 

elements needed for identification are with the consumer of the data. 

• identifier_dossier: an optional compound identifier for the dossier for internal use 

(this information will not be published; however, it might (eventually) correspond 

to the publically exposed identifier) 
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• type_dossier:1 a string describing the type of the dossier; it is a (non-empty) free 

form string which has to be agreed at least between sender and recipient of the 

information. Not putting this value into an authority table is justified by the need 

of high flexibility of its use. 

• agent_dossier[@role = ‘RESP_CORP’]: a value from CAT corporate-body 

indicating the body responsible for the dossier 

• number_dossier: any (alphanumeric) code representing the author’s counter for 

dossiers 

• date_dossier: the moment of creation of the dossier 

• title (in multiple linguistic versions (LV)): the official title of the dossier as 

named by its creator; minimum cardinality = 1; may be empty if acceptable in the 

exchange flow 

• work_ref: as the main purpose of dossiers is the linking with documents, this 

element serves to hold one or more references to the concerned documents. The 

“extended” form of the work_ref element (attribute “context”) will be discussed 

elsewhere; cardinality is 0..n. 

For the optional event element: 

• type_event: a characterisation of the type of event, filled with codes from CAT 

event (concepts/codes still to be requested after semantic analysis with the 

concerned institutions); optional 

• agent_event[@role = ’AUT’]: the main actor of the event; value from CAT 

corporate-body; optional 

• date_event: the date when the event happened; as this information is part of the 

event identifier, it is mandatory 

5. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

• The dossier element will be introduced as optional to the IMMCv2 core metadata, 

here on the cmt:transmission level. In this sense, it should be handled similarly to 

the cm:procedure_interinstitutional element. 

6. REFERENCING DOSSIERS IN IMMC 

Despite the transmission which brings the information about the actual dossier for 

publication, there is a need in other document publication data flows to specify for a 

document a reference to a dossier. This dossier reference element will be explained in a 

separate proposal together with the reference to a procedure or the reference to a session. 

 
1 For business reasons the term „legislative package“ / LEGISPACK was replaced by „link package“ / 

LINKPACK 
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7. IMPACT 

As it is proposed to introduce the dossier element as optional on the level of the 

<cmt:transmission> in the IMMCv2 core metadata the direct impact for exchanges not 

handling dossier information can be considered low. However, when the dossier element 

is used, all sender/recipient pairs have to be aware of it and (to the extent by ignoring) 

handle the information. 

Martin SCHERBAUM 

Team lead Data Modelling 

c.c.: Members of the IMFC metadata subgroup 


